Letter of Agreement (Disclaimer) for application of SAVER 9H coating
[1] SAVER 9H coating is Japan made screen protection liquid for glass screen such as smartphone, tablet
PC, eyeglass, car navigation, portable game. The beneﬁt of SAVER is;
1. Less residue
2. Less crack, scratch
3. Smoother touch, clearer screen
4. Faster response in operation (due to better recognition of stat electrics)
5. Less ﬁngerprint, cosmetic foundation, facial oil
6. Easier wipe of ﬁngerprint, cosmetic foundation, facial oil
7. No air and dust between coating ﬁlm and screen
8. 2 years lifespan, cheaper than glass protection ﬁlm
9. No depreciation when you sell your phone
10. Harder than normal glass (9H hardness certiﬁed by JIS, Japan Industry Standard)
11. Non hazardous material contained. Safe for children.
Although it is made of 9H hardness liquid glass, we don't assure it's not broken nor scrathed if you
dropped your phone on concrete or stone. Please don't throw, cut, drop your phone even if you coated
your phone with SAVER. SAVER will protect your phone in normal daily use.
[2] If your phone had been damaged and had crack in some parts on screen before coating SAVER, these
old damage and crack might cause additional crack when you dropped phone even after coating SAVER.
[3] Even if you dropped your phone and it is damaged, the crack or scratch might be less if you coated
phone with SAVER. That will reduce cost in reparing your phone.
[4] The coating ﬁlm reaches 9H hardness within 3 days. Please do not put key, lighter, metal accessories
with phone in your pocket or bag for 3 days after coating.
[5] The touching feeling of screen is sticky in 1-2 days after application. Within 4-5 days the screen get
smoother.
[6] If you are using booktype case or cover, please be careful your credit cards not to touch/push screen
for 3 days after application.
[7] SAVER cannot be removed after application. The selling price might be higher if you kept your phone
clean with SAVER.
[8] SAVER coating has durability agains heat up to 385 degrees of Cersius. But it protects only glass
screen. If you left your phone in hot car, your phone will be damaged nevertheless you coated SAVER.
[9] SAVER doesn't have property of water proof.
[10] SAVER service is no warranty. Please make sure switch on after you ﬁnished application of SAVER.
(Please cut letter in this part, and give above contents to customer so as not to be forgotten what he/she
agreed)
===========================================================
I have read and conﬁrmed the contents of this letter. I order SAVER coating on my device.
Date:
Name:

/

/

Distributor( 施工店名 ):
Count Number（台数）:
Name of Device（機種名）:

